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We build  
Manitoba’s roads 
19,000 
kilometres  
to date.

We build Manitoba’s 
winter roads 
2,200 kilometres 
that provide 
vital 
connections 
for remote 
communities. 

We build Manitoba’s 
bridges/structures  
2,400 and 
growing. 

floodways, roadways, power and 
digital communications, water delivery 
systems and wastewater removal 
systems — every day, manitobans depend 
on infrastructure.

Founded in 1943, the more than 400 members of the 
Manitoba Heavy Construction Association (MHCA) build 
and maintain Manitoba’s infrastructure, the foundation 
that sustains our quality of life. As the voice of the heavy 

construction industry, the MHCA is a strong advocate for sustained, 
strategic investment in infrastructure in a manner that grows the 
economy and best serves public interests.

The MHCA works with all three levels of government to shape 
public policy to enhance economic prosperity and provide revenues 
that allow governments to invest in health, education and social 

programs. It promotes investment in trade-enabling infrastructure 
that moves Manitoba’s goods and services to markets across the 
country and across the globe, and it has been instrumental in growing 
trade networks.

The MHCA and its members invest in education and training to 
develop a skilled workforce, and it is committed to protecting its 
workforce through its WORKSAFELY™ program. 

The heavy construction industry generates billions of dollars to the 
provincial economy and provides meaningful employment, directly 
or indirectly, to an estimated 17,000 people in our province, and the 
MHCA continues to work on behalf of all Manitobans. 

“At the end of the day we’re businesspeople, we’re taxpayers, we’re 
family people,” says MHCA president Chris Lorenc. 

“We have a commitment to Winnipeg, to Manitoba, to Canada. We 
want to see our community, our city, our province grow. And that’s 
ultimately what drives our Association.”  ❚
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Heading into tHe april 19, 
2016 provincial election, 
Manitobans Have tHe 
responsibility of cHallenging 
conservative leader brian 
pallister, liberal leader rana 
bokHari and ndp leader greg 
selinger to deMonstrate to 
Manitobans wHy tHey sHould 
be preMier.

Manitoba has undergone a significant 
transformation in the past 10 years; but 
continued growth demands big-picture 
leadership. Is there an economic growth vision 

associated with any of the leaders? Is any leader willing to 
challenge the status quo, to take risks, to think outside the 
box and be accountable for results? 

We need to  test their strength and courage to lead.

Are the leaders committed to the belief that growing 
Manitoba’s economy should be Job 1? Do they acknowledge 
that without sustained economic growth generating 
revenues to governments, discussion about funding our 
quality of life programs is pointless? What is their strategy to 
grow Manitoba’s economy?

Manitoba’s Capital Region, which includes Winnipeg and 
16 surrounding rural municipalities, produces 70% of 
the provincial GDP. What approaches do any of the party 
leaders have that speak to a capital region economic growth 
strategy to harness  its natural advantages?

Trade is of critical importance to Manitoba’s economy, 
with upwards of 240,000 Manitobans employed directly or 
indirectly in trade. Highway 75 carries roughly $19 billion 
of North/South trade annually and Emerson is Western 
Canada’s busiest U.S. border crossing. CentrePort Canada  
— Canada’s first inland port — has the potential to re-
establish the region’s global trade profile. It has already 
attracted 44 new companies with a projected 70 more to 
come within the next five years. How do the party leaders 
propose to further support the transformative economic 
growth role that CentrePort Canada will play?

Are the leaders committed to looking North to champion 

investment in the Port of Churchill and establish it as 
Canada’s — not just Manitoba’s — Northern trade gateway? 
Do they recognize that a “Churchill” linked by rail and road 
to CentrePort Canada creates the Eastern bookend of global 
trade access for Western Canada? Do they  appreciate 
the potential of bringing untold billions of dollars of 
trade related economic activity to Manitoba, Western 
Canada, and by extension our country? Do they link the 
connection between trade investment in Northern Canada 
and tremendous economic opportunities for Manitoba’s 
Indigenous communities?

What about taxes? Will they commit to a complete review 
of Manitoba’s tax system and address the job-killing payroll 
tax or the low basic tax exemption rates which hurt low-
income Manitobans? Are they prepared to restructure the 
fiscal relationship between Manitoba and its municipalities 
that were created at the turn of the 20th century and are 
inadequate for today and tomorrow’s realities? Do they 
support a fair sharing of revenues, responsibilities and 
accountabilities between the province and municipalities? 
Are they prepared to remove the education levy from 
property taxes? Will they remember that there is only 
one taxpayer?

Our infrastructure is broken. It is important to remember 
that it is the foundation of our economy and our quality of 
life. It enables our commerce to be productive and therefore 
competitive. Ever run on sand? It’s hard. Ever run on a hard, 
even surface? Much easier. The same holds true for commerce 
‘in the sand ‘versus on a well maintained infrastructure. Is the 
party leader willing to tie investment — not spending — in 
infrastructure to principles? How about these six: permanent 
program; focused on economic growth; embracing 
innovation; harnessing partnerships with the private sector; 
funded by a dedicated stream of revenues; and subject to 
public period reviews for adjustment.

Balancing the budget? How important is that to any of the 
leaders? Are they concerned with ongoing budget deficits?  
How do they propose returning to balanced budgets if at all? 
Is the candidate for the Office of Premier prepared to reframe 
budget thinking from ‘how does the government raise 
money,’ to ‘how does the government harness’ provincial 
budgets to leverage investment and economic growth?

What about political leadership? Do any of the leaders 
understand the pivotal importance of relationships between 
the office of the Premier, the Office of Winnipeg’s Mayor and 
the Association of Manitoba Municipalities (AMM)? Is there 
a demonstrated willingness to park political differences and 
collaborate around regional economic growth strategies, 

regional transportation plans including mass transit, all 
aimed to enable sustained growth, career and investment 
opportunities for those here and yet in school?  

Does their vision embrace the objective of Manitoba playing 
a far greater leadership role with Western Premiers and the 
Premiers’ Council, to influence, lead and shape national 
efforts in advancing common nation building interests? 

And finally do they understand that No leadership = no plan. 
No economy = no funds. No funds = no programming.

What say you Ms. Bokhari, Messrs.’ Pallister & Selinger? Can 
you demonstrate to us why you should be Premier?

Manitobans are waiting.   ❚

cHris lorenc, ba, ll.b
Chris Lorenc is president of the Manitoba Heavy 
Construction Association (MHCA)

from the 
ground up
Building a strong 
foundation for Manitobans

Challenge provinCial 
leaders to demonstrate 
why they should 
be premier

mhca.mb.ca
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location is everytHing, and winnipeg’s 
position at tHe Heart of tHe continent Makes 
it a natural trade and transportation Hub.

CentrePort Canada is capitalizing on strategic rail, air and trucking connections 
at its 20,000-acre development in northwest Winnipeg and the municipality 
of Rosser.

“From CentrePort’s perspective, we look at destinations in all four directions,” 
says president and CEO Diane Gray. 

To the west, the Asia-Pacific Gateway supports trade to the growing Asian markets. 
To the south, the Mid-Continent Trade and Transportation Corridor is a vital link to 
the U.S. and Mexico, and Gray notes that it’s also a critical gateway to Central and 
South America.

“To the east we’re considering European markets and India and then to the north 
through the Churchill and Arctic gateway there is the potential to further grow trade 
with Europe because it is the shortest way for Western Canadian goods to reach 
European markets and vice versa through an ocean connection,” she says.

“So we look at corridor and gateway development from all four coasts so to speak, 
and think that given the Canadian federal government’s interest in international trade 
and international trade agreements that a national strategy on gateways and corridors 
complements that nicely.”

In 2013, the federal government announced a 10-year, $53 billion New Building Canada 
Plan. However, a permanent infrastructure strategy would provide predictability, 
which is important to businesses that are considering investments in equipment 
and employees.

“The challenge for governments at all levels is the budget balancing act, which is how 
do we manage to achieve our other priorities simultaneously, and things are tradeoffs 
until often they reach crisis proportions,” Gray says. “So I think having in place a long-
term national, sustainable, predictable, adequate infrastructure fund program helps to 
take away some of the uncertainty around what’s going to happen in three years when 
Building Canada expires again.”

Since its inception in 2009, the inland port has attracted 44 tenants and it plans to add 
70 more over the next five years.

A $25-million investment in export- and bean-processing facilities from Toronto-
based BroadGrain Commodities Inc. has paved the way for speedy development of 
CentrePort’s 700-acre Rail Park, with construction on Phase 1 expected to be underway 
this spring. 

The $220-million, 9.1-kilometre CentrePort Canada Way opened in 2013 and the 
province plans to extend the four-lane expressway to the Trans-Canada Highway near 
St. Francois Xavier, creating a bypass to ease traffic congestion in Headingley. 

The federal government has invested more than $1.4 billion in the Asia-Pacific Gateway 
and Corridor Initiative. In partnership with the four western provinces and the private 
sector, more than $3.5 billion has been invested in road, rail and bridge projects that Risk. Reinsurance. Human Resources.

Aon Risk Solutions
Construction Services Group

BUILD
RISKagainst

with Aon
Make informed business decisions with
cutting-edge risk and performance
security solutions. Aon offers its clients:

• A tailored approach to managing risk

• Proactive quarterly claims reviews

• Competitive rates and coverage

• Market leverage

We’re here to empower results.
Connect with a member of our
construction team today!

Michael Byrne
1800 - One Lombard Place
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 2A3
t +1.204.934.0268

new 
direCtions
Strengthening Manitoba’s 
global position 

centreport canada president and ceo 
diane gray (above right) has welcomed 
several new infrastructure projects, 
including the first phase of centreport 
canada way (under construction above). 

“To the east we’re considering European markets 
and India and then to the north through the 
Churchill and Arctic gateway there is the 
potential to further grow trade with Europe 
because it is the shortest way for Western 
Canadian goods to reach European markets 
and vice versa through an ocean connection.”

>>
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Manitoba Heavy Construction Association 
(MHCA) president Chris Lorenc doesn’t 
want governments to spend money 
on infrastructure. He wants them to 

think of every dollar allocated to infrastructure as 
an investment. 

“Investment suggests a different level of cerebral 
consideration of what you’re going to be doing with the 
funds,” he says. “Any fool can spend. It takes thinking, it 
takes planning, it takes discipline to invest.”

According to a 2013 Canada West Foundation report, 
government investments in infrastructure fell from 
about 5% of GDP in the 1960s to 2% by 2000, resulting 
in an infrastructure deficit of billions of dollars. On a 
local level, municipalities are dealing with crumbling 
roadways, wastewater systems that are nearing the 
end of their life cycles and the need to develop new 
facilities. On a national level, improved trade routes are 
needed to facilitate the safe, efficient flow of goods to 
national and international markets. 

The MHCA encourages all three levels of government 
to adopt six fundamental principles to address the 
deficit and guide future investment:

PERMANENT 
Programs should be permanent, not unlike our 
‘permanent’ health care, education, and public safety 
programs. Infrastructure investment is our economic 
and social health care program.

FOCUS ON ECONOMIC 
GROWTH
Infrastructure plans should focus on economic growth 
investments as a matter of first priority, without 
ignoring key assets that already enable or support 
economic activity.

EMBRACE INNOvATION
Innovation in design, construction, maintenance 
and rehabilitation should become part of the design 
challenge (and opportunity) landscape, to stretch 
the service life and reduce life cycle infrastructure 
maintenance costs.

HARNESS PARTNERSHIPS 
WITH THE PRIvATE SECTOR
Infrastructure investment strategies should harness 
partnerships with the private sector — the engine 
of innovation, growth, jobs, prosperity, taxes and 
revenues to government.

DEDICATE REvENUE 
STREAMS TRANSPARENTLY 
Infrastructure investment budgets should not rely 
on election cycles but should be sustainably funded 
through transparently dedicated revenue streams, 
including growth taxes, to these purposes.

ANNUAL REvIEW FOR 
ADJUSTMENT AND 
CORRECTION
Ensure legislated mandatory annual and transparent 
public reviews of infrastructure programs to account 
for expenditures, experience-based adjustment for 
the future, and ensuring discipline to investment 
purpose. A disciplined, principled and objectives-
driven plan is in our collective economic and social 
well-being best interests.

improve the flow of trade from B.C. port cities to Canadian and U.S. 
destinations, including CentrePort Canada Way. But so far, there hasn’t 
been a formal federal strategy to support the Mid-Continent Trade 
and Transportation Corridor and an Arctic gateway linked to the Port 
of Churchill.

“Products move through a variety of means whether it’s over the road 
through trucking or by rail and a significant amount to international 
destinations also moves by ocean carrier so you need port development,” 
Gray says.

“But it also helps to support the northern distribution of goods and 
development within northern Canada as well as the potential at some 
date possibly to be part of a Northwest Passage connection to the 
Asian markets.”

Manitoba Heavy Construction Association (MHCA) president Chris 
Lorenc notes that the Port of Churchill is the shortest route to  Russia/
Eurasia destinations.

“It’s a full nine days shorter turnaround than any other port and most 
people aren’t aware of that. And when you consider that it costs 
somewhere in the vicinity of $50,000 each day to operate a container 
ship, if you’re saving nine days in costs that’s a half million dollars per 
round trip. That’s not an insignificant benefit.” 

The Manitoba Chambers of Commerce (MCC) is calling on the next 
provincial government to establish a northern commission to assess 
transportation and infrastructure needs, consider opportunities for 
new distribution networks in the far North and develop a long-term 
strategy for the Port of Churchill. 

Climate change has resulted in longer shipping seasons in recent years, 
but it also has negative impacts beyond environmental concerns. 
Winter roads are open for shorter periods, and the rail line from Gillam 
to Churchill is notoriously unstable, built on permafrost that shifts as 
it thaws. 

MCC president Chuck Davidson says trains have to reduce speeds to as 
little as 16 kilometres per hour to travel safely, but the line is still plagued 
by frequent derailments, making it slow and unreliable. Davidson and 
Lorenc say a business case still has to be made for development of the 
Port of Churchill, but it’s time to make the effort. 

“The Golden Boy faces north because the theory was, the vision at 
the time was the economic opportunity for Manitoba is in northern 
Manitoba,” Lorenc says. “It’s been ignored for far too many decades.”

Gray says it is challenging to build infrastructure on tundra and 
permafrost, but Canada isn’t the only country that has to deal with 
northern infrastructure issues, and we might be able to learn from 
Russia and other northern nations. 

“Does there need to be significant investment to support trade growth 
through the Arctic? Absolutely there would need to be, but we do have 
a real asset in the Port of Churchill. It is a national asset. It is the only 
inland deep-sea port in the Arctic and just because it’s what I describe 
as under-infrastructured now it doesn’t mean that that has to be its 
permanent sentence,” she says.

“There is an ability I believe for governments and the private sector 
with First Nations to work together to turn this into what is truly an 
asset for trade for our country.”   ❚

<< continued

making wise 
investments in 
infrastruCture



education, the environment, health 
and child care — as manitobans 
prepare to go to the polls on april 
19, the leaders of the provincial ndp, 
progressive conservative and liberal 
parties are jockeying for position on 
key issues that resonate with voters. 

Six business organizations representing a broad spectrum of the community and 
economy want to re-focus the political discourse. They’re calling on the leaders to 
focus their platforms to address one overriding issue — growing the economy.

“At the end of the day, without an economy generating revenue to governments 
it’s moot to talk about how much more money we want to invest in infrastructure or health 
care or education or any of the other social programs that shape our quality of life,” says 
Manitoba Heavy Construction Association (MHCA) president Chris Lorenc. 

“That’s why we’ve said as a business community that in our opinion growing the economy 
is Job 1.”

the manitoba heavy construction association (mhca), 
business council of manitoba (bcm), canadian 
manufacturers and exporters (cme), manitoba chambers 
of commerce (mcc), manitoba home builders’ association 
(mhba) and the winnipeg chamber of commerce (wcc) 
have presented party leaders with the document growing 
manitoba’s economy, outlining seven key public policy 
pillars in support of economic growth:

fiscal coMpetitiveness
Manitoba must have an effective and fiscally prudent government 
committed to creating a competitive tax jurisdiction to attract and retain 
new investment.

venture capital
Commitment to the creation of an accessible venture capital fund and 
supportive tax credit policies to leverage investment in the growth of new 
and existing businesses.

global trade
Commitment to pursuing an expanded global trade profile for Manitoba 
which derives substantial economic benefit.

infrastructure investMent
Commitment to a strategic, sustained, disciplined approach to investment in 
Manitoba’s core infrastructure.

aboriginal engageMent
Commitment to the creation of an Aboriginal Engagement Strategy to 
ensure inclusion and partnership in economic growth policies.

skilled workforce
Commitment to attracting, educating, training and retaining a skilled, 
responsive workforce is fundamental to ongoing economic growth.

“new fiscal deal” for Municipalities
Commitment to address the existing fiscal framework between the province 
and municipalities to meet the challenges of the future.

“We’re not saying, ‘This is what you must do.’ We are saying, ‘These are the seven pillars that 
we recommend you build your economic platform around,’ ” Lorenc says. 

“We have suggestions around each of the seven, but we’re less interested in being 
prescriptive and more interested in forcing them to engage in policy discussion around 
why do they think Aboriginal engagement is important and what would they do on that 
file; why do they think a fiscal deal for municipalities and the province is important and how 
would they address that; what is their strategy associated with infrastructure and a skilled 
labour force and balancing budgets and venture capital.”

While the seven pillars are not prioritized, Business Council of Manitoba president and CEO 
Don Leitch says the BCM’s main focus is on improving fiscal and economic performance.

“We continually hear that Manitoba is doing fine, we’re the second or third best growth rate 
in the country, but part of that is so many provinces are doing so poorly,” he says. 

“So being in second or third place when everybody else is failing or having negative growth 
rates is not something to brag about and quite frankly 2% or 2.5% is not good enough.”

At the same time, Leitch says the province must drive toward a balanced budget.

“None of us advocate drastic, huge, immediate cuts. We’re saying, ‘Set a target and a 
deadline and move to it,’ ” he says. “High interest costs on our debt every year leave us at 
great risk when interest rates begin to move up. And when interest rates move up we will 
pay significantly more every year to service the debt, and when we’re servicing the debt 
with tens of millions of dollars more a year that is tens of millions that is not available for the 
health sector, the education sector, into infrastructure, so let’s focus on the fiscal.”

The BCM and Manitoba Chambers of Commerce are among the organizations that 
endorse a comprehensive review of personal, business and corporate taxes to shape a 
more competitive climate that’s attractive to young people, entrepreneurs and established 
businesses. MCC president Chuck Davidson says we shouldn’t underestimate the impact 
of Manitoba’s 8% PST on big businesses that might see substantial savings with a move to 
Saskatchewan, where they would pay 5% PST. 

Like the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce and Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters, the 
MCC supports the creation of a venture capital fund to leverage investment in new and 
growing businesses, to encourage innovation, and to keep our innovators from seeking 
greener pastures outside the province.

Developing and retaining a well-educated skilled workforce in areas from trades to 
technology, science, engineering, law and business is a priority for the business community 
across the board, along with a stronger focus on engaging the fastest-growing segment of 
Manitoba’s population, the Aboriginal community.

“One out of five kids entering the public school system now is Aboriginal, soon to be one 
out of four,” the BCM’s Leitch says. “We want to make sure that they complete their public 
education and graduate from high school at the same rate and at the same levels as every 
other student in the province of Manitoba. It’s critically important. You’ve got a huge 
pool, reservoir of talent out there that we are not utilizing and they are being denied the 
opportunity to fully participate in the economy.”

Trade in everything from furs to oilseed to manufactured goods has always been vital to 
Manitoba’s economy and the group of six is supportive of international agreements like the 
Canada and European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement and the Trans-
Pacific Partnership, as well as improvements to Canada’s national Agreement on Internal 
Trade and participation in the New West Partnership with B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

Trade-related infrastructure that supports economic growth takes precedence, but like 
everyone else, business leaders dodge potholes as they drive to work each day. They rely 
on digital infrastructure, sewer and water and all the other services municipalities are 
called upon to deliver. And they understand all too well that addressing infrastructure and 
municipal revenue needs go hand in hand. 

“We’re not for a second denying that the regular streets and roads have to be taken care of,” 
Leitch says. “You’ve got to have a comprehensive strategy, and that leads into that whole 
new fiscal deal for municipalities and why it’s critically important as well to enable the local 
governments to maintain the roads.”

Lorenc chaired the Infrastructure Funding Council appointed in 2010 by the Association 
of Manitoba Municipalities (AMM) and the City of Winnipeg to address the growing 
infrastructure deficit. A council report issued in 2011 made 16 recommendations regarding 
actions municipalities should take on their own, actions they should take together with the 
Manitoba government and advocacy positions municipalities and the province should take 
with the federal government. 

However, Lorenc says its 17th and last recommendation was the most important. It called 
upon the Premier to establish an expert subject matter panel with representation from the 
province, Winnipeg, AMM and the private sector, to develop a fiscal plan for a new Manitoba 
Municipal Infrastructure Funding Agreement. Given that the fiscal framework under which 
municipalities operate today was designed at the turn of the 20th century, it’s about time.

Lorenc says municipalities need access to new revenue streams, which might flow 
from having a greater share in provincial and federal tax revenues and/or having the 
ability to implement their own growth taxes. However, there has to be transparency — 
municipalities must identify how they plan to use those new revenues and they must be 
held accountable. 

Davidson says as long as municipalities rely on property taxes as their main source of 
revenue, it’s difficult to maintain infrastructure and it’s a challenge to engage in public 
infrastructure projects that are cost-shared with provincial and federal governments. He 
points to the City of Thompson, which needs to raise $12 million for its share of a $36 million 
water and sewer plant.

“This is a community of 13,000 people. They just don’t have those revenue accesses that the 
other levels of government have,” Davidson says. 

With an election on the horizon, Davidson says it’s important to steer discussion away 
from politics as usual and instead focus on public policy and how we’ll shape our 
province’s future. 

“People in Manitoba care about jobs, they care about growing opportunities,” he says. 
“When you have that growing economy you’ve got additional dollars that can be spent on 
those things that are important to people — like the social programs, like education, like 
health care — but you need a growing economy to fund those programs.”   ❚

let’s get 
growing
Parties urged to base election  
platforms  on economic foundation
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A workhorse of the heavy construction industry, the 
crawler tractor (dozer) is usually the first piece of heavy 
equipment on a project site. Because it runs on two 
tracks that distribute its weight over a wide surface 

area, much the way snowshoes distribute a person’s weight on 
soft snow, it won’t sink into soft ground, and the tracks give it 
superior mobility on rough terrain. 

A concave blade attached to the front of the machine can swivel 
and move up and down with the assistance of hydraulic arms. 
Different blades with replaceable cutting edges are used to push 
dirt and rock ahead of the machine. Operators use one control to 

operate the dozer and a different control to operate the blade. A 
ripper attached the rear of the machine has teeth to break up hard 
surfaces, just as a spading fork is used to loosen compacted soil in 
a garden.

While a crawler tractor can be used to level ground, a motor grader 
is more precise. The operator controls the height and position of 
the blade — often with the aid of a GPS system for added speed 
and accuracy —  to create a level surface during road construction. 
The motor grader is also used to create v-shaped drainage ditches 
at the side of the road. In winter, it may be equipped with a front-
mounted blade for snow clearing operations.   ❚

heavy machinery makes short 
work of jobs that were once 
powered by people and livestock. 
once known as bulldozers, 
crawler tractors have evolved into 
high-tech pieces of equipment. 

meet the 
equipment
Making the Grade
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Photo by Darcy Finley

colleen Munro wasn’t 
afraid to get Her Hands 
dirty wHen sHe joined 
tHe faMily business, HugH 
Munro construction ltd., 
as a young teen. Her face 
got pretty dirty too. 

An inspiring speaker at SHEday at RBC Convention 
Centre Winnipeg in January, Munro got a lot of 
laughs when she told a crowd of 800 about an 
early experience driving a packer. The men on 

the crew were going out of their way to make sure she ate 
plenty of dust when she spotted rescue on the horizon — 
her father driving onto the job site. Relief was short-lived: He 
waved and kept on driving.

“I didn’t really appreciate it at the time, but when I look back 
there was the lesson of it. You have to survive,” she says.

“I don’t think he did it on purpose. I think he realized that he 
wouldn’t do me any favours by babying me, and the guys 
would resent it even more …. I had to take it.”

In the 1970s, Munro was a rarity in construction. She says 
there still aren’t a lot of women in the industry, but these 
days, they’re welcome. 

“It can be a great opportunity for women, whether it be 
operators, welders, mechanics; the great thing is we need 
people. We’re short in our industry, so we would love to 
have more women in our crew,” she says, adding the benefits 
extend beyond the financial rewards.

“You can take a look back and see some of the projects that 
you’ve worked on that are there for our province, and I think 
it’s a rewarding career for a lot of women.”

There’s no shortage of career options in construction and 
Munro says women have a lot to offer to the industry.

“Compared to most men operators they’re gentler on the 
equipment. They keep it cleaner, they’re consistent, you 
know all those things you want in an employee I think 
women bring to a job site,” she says.

“Women are much more collaborators — I mean I’m 
obviously generalizing, but anybody who wants to say 
we are the same, we’re not the same. We have different 
strengths and different weaknesses.” 

Munro says if she hadn’t been born into construction — she 
entered the world the same year her late father started the 
company  — she probably wouldn’t have given a career in 
the industry a second thought, or a first thought. 

“Really, construction just wasn’t an option for women in my 
day,” she says.

“We want more women in our industry and a lot of us are 
willing to train, and there’s also a lot of courses that are 
offered now through Red River College, through MITT 
(Manitoba Institute of Trades and Technology), through the 
Manitoba Construction Sector Council that will help train 
women for this industry.” 

A member of the Minister’s Advisory Council on Workforce 
Development and a board member of Apprenticeship 
Manitoba, Munro is active with the Manitoba Construction 
Sector Council and MITT education programs, and her 
company works in partnership with First Nations on 
local workforce training and development for men and 
women. In 1995, she became the first — and so far, only 
— woman to serve as Board Chairperson of the Manitoba 
Heavy Construction Association (MHCA) and the Western 
Canada Roadbuilders & Heavy Construction Association 
(WCR&HCA).

From one man with one piece of equipment — a dozer for 
clearing bush — the company she runs has become a major 
player in the heavy construction industry, with 250 pieces 
of equipment, trucking and service arms and up to 300 
employees whose livelihood is her main focus. 

“There are a lot of families that survive by making their 
money with this company. That’s a real motivator for me,” 
she says. 

“My main goal is that I’m very loyal to the people that 
worked with me since I was a kid and it’s kind of, we’re like a 
family … I call them lifers all the time. It’s just paying respect 
and hopefully we can still do a good job and go to the next 
stage together.”

Hugh Munro worked on the original Red River Floodway 
and the company has tackled projects including the 
Winnipeg Floodway expansion, the Lake St. Martin 
Emergency Channel, CentrePort Canada Way, the East Side 
Road Authority all-weather road and Manitoba Hydro’s 
Bipole III. Its services include site excavation, drilling and 
blasting, laying fiber-optic cable and clearing snow for the 
City of Winnipeg. 

Often, the company will train workers on-site and help them 
move up the ladder. 

“If somebody is going to excel and we see that they could 
be in surveying or project management there’s all sorts of 
courses now that can be taken to strengthen that position,” 
Munro says.

The lifestyle can be tough. Job sites are often in remote areas 
where workers stay at construction camps for 21 days at a 
time, and Munro says if you’re a family person you need to 
have solid support at home. Her own husband, Burt Lancon, 
has been that support for her and their teenage daughter, 
Steele — who got a strong name from her parents as well as 
strong role models.

Munro says the industry still isn’t as politically correct as 
more traditional jobs for women, but as she tells workers of 

both genders, you’ve got to “suck it up, buttercup.”

“We can be part of the change or we don’t participate, 
and I’d rather be part of the change than not. Maybe it 
doesn’t go as fast as I’d like it some days but you know it 
is happening.” 

There’s a lot of camaraderie in construction and Munro says 
she enjoys getting away from the business of running a 
business and visiting job sites. But she’s not tempted to hop 
on a packer or dozer, although the equipment has improved 
along with the atmosphere. 

“When I was there you didn’t have the rollover protection, 
you didn’t have a cab. You were out in the baking sun.”  ❚

women at work 
Breaking the mold in heavy construction

“We can be part of the change or we don’t participate, and 
I’d rather be part of the change than not. Maybe it doesn’t go 
as fast as I’d like it some days but you know it is happening.” 
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LARGEST IN NORTH AMERICA
With 20,000 acres of prime industrial lands located in the heart of the
continent, CentrePort Canada is North America’s largest tri-modal
inland port.

$220 MILLION IN NEW PRIVATE INVESTMENT
44 new companies building operations on more than 250 acres.

CENTREPORT CANADA RAIL PARK
TTThhheee RRRaaaiiilll PPPaaarrrkkk iiis in development on 700 acres, providing industrial space for
rail-intensive bbbusiness and connection to class I rail service.

CENTREPORTCANADA.CA

L. Chabot Enterprises Ltd.
fully qualified for a wide range of construction services

www.chabotenterprises.ca

• Sand & Gravel
• Custom Crushing: Base, Stone,

Granite & Limestone
• Trucking • Heavy Equipment Rentals
• Road Construction • Flood Protection

• Excavation Projects • Earthwork Projects

Tel: (204) 224-1565 | Fax: (204) 222-4754
Email: nicole@chabotenterprises.ca

In 2014, Hugh Munro Construction Ltd. and 
Berens River First Nation’s Meemeeweesipi 
Construction forged a joint venture that 
included a training component to prepare 

the local workforce for drilling, labour and heavy 
equipment operator jobs. 

Now, a unique Blaster in Training Certificate 
program is on the launch pad, thanks to a 
partnership between the Manitoba Construction 
Sector Council (MCSC), Berens River First Nation, 
Hugh Munro Construction and blasting experts 
Austin Powder.

MCSC indigenous liaison Ron Castel says the 
curriculum and training videos are being 
completed and MCSC has already delivered job-
readiness training. 

“There’s pre-employment and there’s life skills, 
but I don’t call it that, I call it job readiness 

because that’s what we’re doing, getting them 
ready to go to work,” Castel says.

“Basically, we’re getting the community 
ready to take up responsibility for their 
community projects.”

Two years ago, MCSC provided mentorship 
training for Hugh Munro and Meemeeweesipi 
Construction staff, along with job-readiness 
training for 19 local workers, including three 
women, two of whom went on to train as heavy 
equipment operators. 

The East Side Road Authority has a 30% local 
hiring requirement, which is far exceeded by 
Hugh Munro Construction. Castel says the 
training programs are a win for the community 
and the industry. When other companies are 
awarded construction contracts in the area, 
they’ll have access to a pool of experienced 

equipment operators, blasters, drillers and 
skilled labourers.

“They don’t have to bring in their workers and 
the local workforce is ready for opportunities. 
And they understand the commitment, they 
understand what’s required of them, they 
understand that at the end of the day it’s a good 
paycheque,” he says.

“So it builds a good economic base of money 
staying in the community, and therefore it builds 
up good role models and so forth, so there’s big 
effects from this one training program that we 
did in regards to the job readiness.” 

MCSC is mandated to identify and deliver, 
or facilitate delivery of, the education needs 
of the construction industry. This includes 
pre-employment skills training to Gold Seal-

accredited programs for construction supervisors. 
It was formed in 2009 by five  associations: The 
Manitoba Heavy Construction Association, 
Construction Association of Rural Manitoba, 
Manitoba Building and Construction Trades 
Council, Manitoba Home Builders’ Association 
and the Winnipeg Construction Association. 

Castel says job-readiness training covers a broad 
range of topics, from time management to work 
ethics, and there’s a strong focus on building a 
professional pool of workers who are also role 
models in their communities. 

“We want to make sure we empower the 
employers but also empower the community 
to take on these jobs and be self-sufficient, 
and in order to do that we have to educate the 
community about their role.”   ❚

working 
partnerships
Training programs benefit industry 
and communities
construction of an all-season road is bringing a world 
of opportunity to fly-in first nation coMMunities on tHe 
east side of lake winnipeg. and tHe road runs botH ways, 
providing a MucH-needed local workforce for tHe Heavy 
construction industry.

berens river first nation chief jackie everett (third from right) and hugh munro construction ltd. 
owner colleen munro with meemeeweesipi construction  students who took part in training with 
the manitoba construction sector council.
photos courtesy of manitoba construction sector council 
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Count on the
auction experts.
ServingManitoba’s Heavy Construction Industry

Your time isvaluable.So isyour equipment.Get themost from
bothwith theexpertsatRitchieBros.Auctioneers.Wehelp tens
of thousandsofpeople likeyoumarketandsell their equipment
everyyear.
Contactus today– thenspendyour timedoingwhatyoudobest,
knowingyourequipmentwill besold for its trueglobalmarket
valueonauctionday.

Sell your equipment with the experts at these
upcoming events inManitoba.

Winnipeg, MB
Spring 2016Date & Location TBD
Brandon,MB— July 26
Contact me today to consign your equipment
andmaximize your exposure.

rbauction.com

Construction/Industrial
equipmentbought&
soldaroundManitoba

2015
38
191

Consignors Sold
$25.3million

760
BuyersPurchased
$26.8million

8
7,593

Total Registered
Bidders

SamWebber
IndustrialTerritoryManagerManitoba
Cell: 204.894.3324 · Email: swebber@rbauction.com

ground 
Control 
High-tech simulators put 
students in driver’s seat
it looks like an industrial video arcade, but tHe 
Heavy equipMent operator certificate (Heoc) 
prograM’s training siMulator lab at tHe Manitoba 
institute of trades and tecHnology (Mitt) is 
anytHing but cHild’s play.

Developed in partnership with MITT, the Manitoba Heavy Construction Association 
(MHCA) and Manitoba Construction Sector Council (MCSC), the new program harnesses 
technology to give students hands-on experience operating hydraulic excavators, rubber 
tire loaders, crawler tractors (dozers) and motor graders.

“It’s not a game. The more we work on it, the better we do get,” says trainee Ben Sutherland, who works 
for E.F. Moon Construction in Portage la Prairie. 

Manipulating controls on a John Deere motor grader simulator, Sutherland, 32, is finding it a challenge 
to maintain a level grade on a computer-generated cul de sac, one of several lesson plans students 
must master during the eight-week course. 

“Most of the tasks they have on here are pretty difficult actually,” says Sutherland, who expects to be 
certified as an excavator operator following a 160-hour practicum with E.F. Moon. 

Launched in January with an initial intake of 16 students, the program got off the ground with a 
$150,000 investment from the province of Manitoba to help purchase four simulators. Toromont 
CAT donated funds to offset the cost of two of the initial simulators and Brandt Tractor donated 
three more. 

The first program of its kind in Manitoba, HEOC is a game-changer for the industry. Until now, heavy 
construction has not had the benefit of public-sector support for workforce training and education. 

“If you’re an apprentice or a tradesperson there’s all kinds of education and training funds, whereas 
for our skilled labourers — our equipment operators in particular — there hasn’t been anything,” says 
MHCA president Chris Lorenc. 

Typically, companies train their own employees as they work their way up the ladder from unskilled to 
skilled labourer and on to small equipment operator and heavy equipment operator. 

MHCA has offered heavy equipment operator training for the past decade, including a significant 
amount of training with First Nation communities. However, leasing equipment is very expensive and 
while it’s being used for training there are additional costs associated with loss of productivity. Having 
access to simulators helped reduce costs from up to $17,000 per person, depending on the training 
location, to about $5,800 per person. And support from the federally funded Canada-Manitoba 
Job Grant has made the program more accessible. Since 2014, the grant has been available to help 
employers develop their workers’ skills, with costs split three ways between the grant program, the 
employee and the employer, who may cover the employee’s costs. 

The first class was made up of 12 students who work in the heavy construction industry, three who 
have some experience with heavy equipment and a former carpenter who is retraining for a new 
career after losing three fingers in a workplace accident. The course wrapped up in mid-March and 
each student must complete a 160-hour practicum with their employer within one year, after which 
an MHCA evaluator will assess their skills.

MITT workforce development consultant Beverlie Stuart says instructors, stakeholders and MITT 
are conducting an evaluation of the program, but she anticipates that it will be expanded to 
accommodate multiple intakes in 2017 and that it will be extended to students who are not yet 
working in the industry. 

“We’ve had a lot of interest, a lot of phone calls,” she says.

MHCA Heavy Equipment Operator Training Academy instructor Phil McDaniel and Hugh Munro 
Construction safety and training instructor Brent Good fielded a number of queries on-site from MITT 
students. There’s also been keen interest from high school students and entry-level workers who 
want to pursue a career in heavy construction and from the Manitoba Métis Federation and various 
indigenous organizations in rural and northern Manitoba.

The program was planned to be mobile and Stuart says the hope is that more simulators can be 
acquired and transported to mobile training sites throughout the province. 

MCSC Director of Education and Training La Donna Ogungbemi-Jackson says an existing curriculum 
was updated and fine-tuned for the HEOC program, which combines classroom and simulator 
training. Representatives from heavy construction companies attended a series of focus groups to 
help determine what topics should be covered. The result is a well-rounded approach to give students 
a grounding in everything from basic surveying to work-site communication skills, with a strong focus 
on safety. The simulators actually track safety violations and will shut down in the event of a major 
violation. They also calculate the cost of any damage to equipment caused by operator error. 

Lorenc says programs like HEOC demonstrate the industry’s commitment to training and excellence. 
He is a long-time member of the national Gold Seal committee, which is a certification program for 
managers of construction projects, and MHCA hopes to become involved in the certification of a 
number of other trades with the industry. 

“We’ve made significant investment in education and training. We think that is the key to our future 
productivity and competitiveness. We think it’s important to associate continuous education and 
improvement with careers in our industry.”  ❚

the heavy equipment operator certification (heoc) program delivered at the manitoba institute 
of trades and technology (mitt) combines classroom and simulator training. students must 
complete a 160-hour practicum within one year following graduation. 
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Our experts work tirelessly to provide the best engineering
and construction solutions for projects in Manitoba and ensure
that your needs are met at every stage of the life cycle.

Recognized globally for our agile and responsive approach,
we are committed to ethics & compliance, health & safety
and the environment. We are proud to serve and strengthen
our communities in Manitoba.

World-class engineering and construction services in:

Infrastructure | Mining & Metallurgy | Oil & Gas | Power

Building what
matters

snclavalin.com

Asphalt Paving

Concrete Paving

Base &
Excavation

Sewer & Water

Parking Lots

Subdivision
Development

Asphalt
Supply

Phone: (204) 237.6253
Fax: (204) 237.5032

www.bituminex.com
info@bituminex.com

FAIR SHARE. FAIR SAY.
FOR MANITOBA MUNICIPALITIES

IN MANITOBA, local Councils 
are responsible for 60% of 
infrastructure but are allowed 
to collect just 8 cents of every 
tax dollar to get the job done.  
PLUS, they have little to no say 
in how the rest gets spent.

That’s why they’re inviting you to 
join them in speaking with one 
voice. Because Manitobans are 
always stronger, together!

This campaign, tell your 
candidates that your community 
deserves its fair share of tax 
dollars and a fair say in how 
they’re spent.   

Please make sure your voice 
is heard.

www.amm.mb.ca

AMM President, Chris Goertzen joins forces with Winnipeg Mayor, Brian Bowman

as well as other Mayors, Reeves and Councillors from across Manitoba.

WE’RE STRONGER TOGETHER...
so let’s all speak with one voice.

training 
when you 
need it, 
where you 
need it 
tHe Manitoba Heavy 
construction association 
(MHca)  is coMMitted to 
providing training for new or 
eXisting workers in tHe Heavy 
construction industry.   

Whether is it provided directly by the MHCA 
— such as all aspects of safety, human 
resources, workplace development and 
leadership skills — OR, Heavy Equipment 
Operator Certificate (HEOC) training in 
partnership with the Manitoba Institute 
of Trades & Technology (MITT); OR, pre-
employment, mentoring or cultural sensitivity 
training with the Manitoba Construction Sector 
Council (MCSC), the MHCA is the one-stop shop 
for the heavy construction industry education 
and training needs.   

Training can be delivered in the MHCA 
classrooms or on-site at the employer’s place 
of business across Manitoba. The MHCA also 
delivers training to First Nations directly in their 
communities, works with the Métis community 
to support its training needs and provides 
training for municipal workforces in their 
locations. Upon completion, students receive a 
certificate from the MHCA.

We can shape and scope the nature of training 
to suit what is required by an employer, First 
Nation community or Municipality.   

For information about Education & Training, 
contact Jackie Jones, MHCA WORKSAFELY/COR 
Education & Training Coordinator at  
204-947-1379 or via email   
at jackie@mhca.mb.ca  

the mhCa membership advantage
MeMbersHip Matters
manitoba heavy construction association (mhca) members 
enjoy many advantages through membership. mhca has the 
business tools and pursues advocacy activities to help you 
and your company participate and grow:

•  The ‘annual ‘mhca directory’ features a ‘yellow pages’ of 
heavy construction services by category. It provides recognized 
Equipment Rental Rates for bidding and retail purposes. It IS the 
business tool for public and private sector purchasers of heavy 
construction industry services

•  ‘the heavy news weekly’ electronically provides timely 
information regarding tender ads and results; WORKSAFELY™ 
Training; vocational education; member events; and industry 
news relevant to your business 

•  the bi-annual mhca free press insert reaches in excess of 
160,000 readers each issue with key industry messages related 
to the links between infrastructure investment and economic 
growth, the industry contribution to our economy, careers in 
our industry, the benefits of our WORKSAFELY™ Program and 
much more 

•  network with existing and potential new clients, and with key 
government  elected and department officials at our always 
sold out annual events including: Curling Bonspiel, Spring Mixer, 
Breakfasts with Leaders, Golf Classic and Chairman’s Gala

•  participate in MHCA Standing Committees and help shape 
and influence provincial, municipal and related agency policies, 
practices and regulations, and investments in infrastructure, 
taxation and economic growth policies

•  advantage your employees and company’s safety through 
MHCA’s worksafely™ program and its COR Certification

•  be seen to be a part of a 400-plus member voice Association of 
the heavy construction industry with a reputation for presence, 
profile and impact with groundbreaking results in support of 
industry issues and its growth

MHCA:  Presence Profile & Impact....
Groundbreaking results.

to learn more about the benefits of mhca membership, 
visit www.mhca.mb.ca/membership or contact christine 
miller, mhca’s events, membership & office manager at  
204-947-1379 or via email at christine@mhca.mb.ca.
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they’re the unsung heroes who build and maintain 
manitoba’s vast infrastructure network — from 
the roadways and rail lines that crisscross the 
province to the floodways and sewer systems 
that keep residents high and dry.

Heavy construction workers contribute to our quality of life every day, 
and keeping them safe is a legal, moral and ethical priority for the 
Manitoba Heavy Construction Association (MHCA) and the heavy 
construction industry.

Dating back more than 25 years, the MHCA’s WORKSAFELY™ program provides 
province-wide training and support to the industry’s 8,000-plus employees, with 
a particular focus on nationally recognized COR™ (Certificate of Recognition) 

requirements and standards.

Access to the WORKSAFELY™ menu of 
education and training is available to 
the entire industry. 

Through a mix of customized training, 
industry outreach, and internal and 
external audits, the WORKSAFELY™ 
program aims to ensure safety 
standards compliance at all levels of 
operation, while supporting owners, 
supervisors and employees as they 
pursue both COR™-certification and a 
culture of safety excellence.

“What participation in this program is 
intended to do is provide them with an 
industry-accepted minimum approach 
to maintaining and promoting safety 
in their workplaces,” says Don Hurst, 
director of WORKSAFELY™ education 
and training for the MHCA.

“They have an approach that is proven, 
if demonstrated and operated successfully, to protect people in the workplace 
— to minimize injuries and reduce costs.”

At present, there are more than 340 COR™-certified companies in Manitoba, 
with 32 new companies achieving certification in 2015 and a further 40 
companies registered and actively working towards the same goal. 

That number accounts for nearly 75% of the industry’s workforce, and the 
MHCA’s three-year strategic plan includes a commitment to further growth, 
through stepped-up efforts to certify smaller operations (those with fewer 
than 20 employees qualify for SECOR, or Small Employer certification), and 
strengthened partnerships with municipalities, northern communities and 
First Nations contractors.

“Our objective is to get everybody in our industry COR™-certified,” says Hurst, who 

took over the WORKSAFELY™ portfolio in April 2015, after several years as chief 
prevention officer for the province’s Workplace Safety and Health branch. 

“We want them all to be operating with a view to achieving safety excellence 
when they do their work.”

The strategy is a sound one, and the province appears to agree. Starting this April, 
Manitoba’s Government-Wide Contract Policy requires COR™ certification for not 
just general contractors bidding on contracts valued at $100,000 or higher, but 
also any subcontractors that exceed the same amount.

Hurst says the policy change will help ensure the vast majority of those working 
on complex construction projects have been properly trained in the COR™ 
system’s ground rules.

A recent University of British Columbia study found participation in that province’s 
COR™ program was associated with lower injury rates in both the construction 
and forestry industries. 

And here in Manitoba, Hurst says the sector’s injury rate has fallen dramatically 
over the last 15 to 20 years: In 2014, the MHCA logged 4.6 injuries for every 100 
full-time workers — down from 7.3 per 100 workers in 2004. 

In addition to the obvious impacts on workers’ physical health, the reductions 
also translate to savings for employers.

“You’re reducing time lost from work, and you’re reducing training and retraining 
costs when people have to take the place of those who are injured,” he says. 
“In today’s environment, where the labour market is very competitive for the 
workforce in general, you want to keep your people healthy and safe, because 
they’re hard to replace.”

One of the means by which the MHCA hopes to make safety standards more 
accessible for the heavy construction industry is through technological 
innovations like the recently launched e-COR™ app, a digital platform that allows 
companies to store, organize and submit COR™ documents online.

“We’re one of the early adopters of this application because we see it as something 
that helps make companies better at safety,” says Hurst of e-COR™. 

“If you want to have at your fingertips your list of Safe Work procedures, or if 
you want to conduct a hazard assessment on a job site, it’s easy to do it on your 
iPad in real time and share it with others right away. You don’t have to put it on 
a piece of paper and go back to the office to file it or photocopy it or fax it.”

Next month, the WORKSAFELY™ team will have a chance to welcome some of 
their newest recruits to the annual MHCA Expo in Winnipeg (April 5–6), where 
they’ll train upwards of 400 attendees in all aspects of safety, human resources 
and other workplace development and safety supports.

As Hurst explains, WORKSAFELY™ training — like the accreditations it makes 
possible — is an ongoing, collaborative process, and those who sign on are taking 
an important first step towards protecting their organizations’ greatest assets.

 “It’s a statement that they’re committed,” says Hurst. “It’s not just as simple 
as taking out a membership and all of a sudden you’re certified. It takes the 
training of your workforce, the implementation of effective safe practices, and 
it takes work.” ❚

proteCting our people
WORKSAFELY ™ is committed to industry workers

one of the means by which the 
MHca hopes to make safety 
standards more accessible for 
members is through technological 
innovations like the recently 
launched e-cor™ app, a digital 
platform that allows companies to 
store, organize and submit cor™ 
documents online.
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FOR ALL YOUR CONSTRUCTION NEEDS

Municipal | Residential

Commercial and Industrial Works

Aggregate and Paving Works

Underground Services

Phone 204-949-8700 | Fax 204-237-8337
www.nelsonriver.com

PH: 204-799-5998
www.wgps.ca | darren@wgps.ca

We are pleased to be offering premier solutions and services to
Central Canadian companies and organizations requiring:

••••• EEEngggineering Surveying & Geomatics
••• Cooonstruction Layout &
QAAA/QC Services
• MMMachine Control & Guidance
Service & Support

• AAAerial Drone (UAV) Surveying
••• Higggh Definition Laser Scanning
& PPPoint Cloud

• Mobile Mapping Services
• GIS Data Capture
• Bathymetric Survey Services
• Contract Admin & Inspection Services
• Small Site Design & Drafting Services
• Education & Training

We offer these services
to but are not limited to
the following sectors:
• Heavyyvy Construction &

Engineering
• Building Construction
& Architecture

• Utilities
• Municipal/Government
• Natural Resource
Sectors

• Agriculture

Our Instrument toolbox includes
Robotic Total Stations, RTK GPS,
Drones/UAV, HD Laser Scanners,
Optical Imaging Stations,
Bathymetric Depth Sounders, CAD
and Office Processing Softwwtwares.
OOOuuurrr eeeqqquuuiiipppmmmeeennnttt flflfleeeeeettt iiinnncccllluuudddeeesss tttrrruuuccckkksss,
trailers, ARGOs,ATVs, snowmobiles,
and boats to survey anywhere you
need us to be.

BY DR. CATHY MOSER - MIND MATTERS CLINIC

for many members of the manitoba 
heavy construction association 
(mhca), technical expertise is 
always in high demand.  one such 
company offering its services in 
this regard is wanless geo-point 
solutions inc (wgps).  

WGPS is a multi-discipline Surveying & 
Consulting company that offers technical 
services to many industries including the MHCA.  
Its Founder, Darren Wanless, CET has built a 
reputation of quality and efficiency in the industry 
as he has provided technical sales and support 
services for over two decades to its members.

With an emphasis on Innovation, WGPS and 
its employees utilize cutting edge technologies 
for its daily operations and provides in depth 
support for clients also utilizing the newer 
technologies.  When MHCA members began 
adopting 3D Machine Control and Guidance over 
a decade ago, Darren Wanless was one of the first 
to promote its use and provide technical support 
on projects such as the Floodway expansion, the 
James Richardson Airport, and many more since.

Now with the introduction of technologies 
such as HD Laser Scanning, and Drones, WGPS 
has been busy promoting and educating the 
Architecture, Construction and Engineering 
Sectors on its safe and effective use for project 
applications and how it pertains to each other.  
They still offer traditional survey services such as  

Total Station, Global 
Positioning System and 

Leveling for projects, however more and more 
tasks are being completed by integrating the 
advanced technologies. 

Darren has been providing education to MHCA 
members directly through in house custom 
classes on all their surveying and geomatics 
services, as well as through education seminars 
at the Heavy Equipment Expo held each year.  
Most recently he also aided the Heavy Equipment 
Operators Certificate program by providing 
classes on Surveying basics and Technological 
advances pertaining to operators enrolled in 
the program.  The end goal of WGPS’s education 
service is to grow industry productivity and 
safety by promoting the new technologies to 
be used by companies to improve workload 
and eliminate un-safe work situations for 
all employees. 

With traditional survey methods, there is 
a requirement for employees to be walking 
through construction sites amongst moving 
heavy equipment and near open excavations. 
While this can be done in a safe manner with the 
proper safe work procedures and policies in place, 
it places unnecessary risk on the workers. With 
Laser Scanning and Drones for example, the site 
can be surveyed remotely from a distance with 
the employee in a safe control position while the 
daily work routine of operators and equipment is 
not hindered by on the ground personnel.  This 
creates safer and more productive projects and 
delivers high definition data sets that would 
be impossible to survey traditionally with 
such detail. ❚

For many members of the Manitoba  
Heavy Construction Association (MHCA),  
teChniCal expertise is always in high demand.  

A WGPS Employee utilizing a Laser Scanner to Survey Rock Blasts

wgps is a multi-discipline 
surveying & consulting 

company that offers technical 
services to many industries 

including the mhca.

Working Together To
Build Our Communities®
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Our goal is to save your hearing!
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• Hearing Testing
• Hearing Conservation
• Noise Surveys

• Custom Ear Molds
• Complete WSH

Reporting

Specializing in Industrial Hearing Safety for businesses anywhere
in Manitoba, Eastern Saskatchewan and Northwestern Ontario.

Phone: 204-774-9346 | Toll-free: 1-877-225-1923
Website: www.hearmanitoba.com | Email: info@ehscanada.com

Harris Rebar
Meeting all your Reinforcing Steel Needs!

Supply and Install

Harris Rebar Winnipeg
555 Hervo St. Unit 12
Winnipeg, MB
R3T 3L6

Office: 204-452-7211

Only CASE
planned for Planned Maintenance.

ProCare

3-yr / 3000-hr
Planned

Maintenance

3-yr / 3000-hr
Full-Machine

Factory Warrantyyty

3-yr Advanced
SiteWatch™

Subscription

45 Aimes Road, Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 257-3000 (877) 888-4440

www.hitrac.com

*on applicable models
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ffifficce:: NNEE 1199 3366 2277

SShhoopp:: 11665500 MMaaiinn SStt eett
Office: 204-734-4222

Cell: 204-734-8187 Fax: 204-734-5052
EEmmaaiill:: iimmcc@mm ..nn tt

• Custom Cutting • Firewood
• Gravel • Road Construction
• Grinding Waste Materials

Darren M. Atkinson
President

the road to economic 
prosperity begins with 
strategic investments 
in trade-related 
infrastructure.

Key improvements for the trucking industry include 
the province’s planned CentrePort Canada Way 
extension project. CentrePort is North America’s 

largest inland port that includes an international trucking 
hub. The project would extend the four-lane expressway 
another 14 kilometres west of the Perimeter to bypass 
Headingley and connect to the Trans-Canada Highway 
near St. Francois Xavier.

“Winnipeg’s trucking industry is clustered in and around 
the CentrePort footprint in the northwest corner of the 
city,” says Terry Shaw, executive director of the Manitoba 
Trucking Association.

“This bypass will give truckers more options, because if for 
some reason there is an incident that limits access to one of 
those roads, industry does not have to shut down.”

Manitoba is home to some of the top trucking companies 
in Canada, including TransX 

Ltd., Bison Transport Inc., 
YRC Reimer, Paul’s 

Hauling Ltd., Penner 

International and Arnold Bros. Transport Ltd. 

Bison Transport CEO and executive chairman Don Streuber 
says business is quite literally always on the move.

“When freight moves, it doesn’t typically create a path as 
much as choose a path. If you think of water moving through 
the yard or down the street, it goes down the quickest path 
of least resistance. It’s the same thing for us when talking 
about infrastructure,” says Streuber, who is also chairman of 
CentrePort Canada.

“We’re looking for reliable, predictable roadways that are 
opened, functioning well and help maintain the flow of 
traffic. Infrastructure requires continual investment. The 
absence of those repairs over time has created a significant 
deficit in our province in terms of rebuilding established 
infrastructure and building secondary roads.”

Shaw notes that the trucking industry contributes about $2 
billion toward the provincial GDP. 

“On top of that already significant contribution, there are 
other major industry contributors to the provincial economy 
— such as construction, agriculture, manufacturing and 
retail trade — that lean on trucking as a critical service 
provider. Without trucking, these industries wouldn’t be 
able to access needed raw materials or get their products 
to market,” he says.

“Manitoba is a gateway province. Not only would these 
infrastructure investments help our province, but they 
would also help our nation. Often these items are looked 
at from the perspective of being an origin or destination, 

which Manitoba is certainly, but we also need to realize that 
we are in the centre of Canada and we’re also a major North 
American intersection too. Not only should we protect and 
develop these pathways on behalf of our province, but we 
also have a responsibility as caretakers of a vital connection 
on our national highway system.”

The industry welcomes plans to build a St. Norbert Bypass 
and improve Highway 75, the main route from Winnipeg to 
the U.S. border. The border crossing at Emerson sees some 
$19 billion annually in truck trade, more than any crossing 
in Western Canada. The Manitoba Trucking Association 
estimates closures during spring flooding on the Red River 
cost the industry $1.5 million per week. 

“Highway 75 to me is a critical connecting point,” says 
Streuber. “If you look at a map and draw a natural arc from 
Calgary or Edmonton down into the States, the arc actually 
crosses through Winnipeg down Highway 75. So Highway 
75 doesn’t just feed Manitoba. It is, in fact, a trade route 
for Saskatchewan and Alberta. When accessibility to this 
highway is not an issue, we are able to transfer the least 
cost to the consumer in the sense that the shortest route 
equals the least amount of disruption. This creates the most 
expeditious line of trade.”

As Streuber explains, trade routes in and of themselves 
create jobs, which helps fuel a vibrant economy. 

“There’s an expression that goes, ‘Other than a baby, 
everything else is delivered by trucks,’ ” he says. 
“Fundamentally, there will always be a requirement of 
trucks and for that the infrastructure is critical.”  ❚

truck 
transportation 
by the numbers
 five of canada’s top 50 
carriers are based in Manitoba

 95% of goods moved within 
Manitoba depend on trucks

some 425 for-hire trucking 
companies are based in Manitoba

approximately 300,000 
commercial trucks cross the 
Manitoba-U.S. border each year

80% of manitoba’s 
merchandise trade with the 
United States is shipped by truck

— Source: The Manitoba Trucking Association 

driving 
suCCess 
Trucking industry keeps 
Manitoba moving
by pat rediger



Every day, Stuart Olson positively impacts
the businesses we serve, the communities in
which we operate and the lives we touch.wwhhiicchh wwee oopppeerraattee aanndd tthhee lliivveess wwee ttouch.
Our number one priority is to discover and implement
innovative and workable solutions for our clients.

We provide industry leading services to each of the sectors we
serve and when needed, have the company-wide capabilities to
offer clients a broader and more integrated model for success.

As a company, we believe that earning a client’s confidence
and respect is everything. At Stuart Olson, we’ve been doing
just that for over 100 years.

50 Fultz Blvd., Winnipeg, MB R3Y 0L6
204.487.1222 | info@stuartolson.com

stuartolson.com

W
herever yougo inManitoba, you’ll see stunning samples
of Stuart Olson’s work — from public landmarks like
the revamped RBC Convention Centre Winnipeg and
Assiniboine Park Zoo’s Journey to Churchill feature to
popular restaurants and private businesses.

For more than 60 years, Stuart Olson has been the trusted partner to
Manitoba’s public, private and industrial construction industries.

“Exceeding expectations throughout the lifecycle of a given project is
our culture, our brand and promise to our clients,” says Rick Graumann,
Vice President of Stuart Olson’s Manitoba operation.

“Shaping the future of our cities and communities is a privilege and a
responsibility, one that we take very seriously. It’s not only a matter of
pride, but also a deep respect for our clients’ investment and vision.”

Serving clients since 1911, the $1.4-billion company is guided by a
team of over 4,000 employees who work out of the national office in
Calgary and regional offices in B.C., Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba
and Ontario.

With a staff of 40 in Winnipeg, the company offers both building and
industrial services to customers throughout Manitoba. Stuart Olson’s
buildings group focuses heavily on the construction of public- and
private-sector projects, delivered through construction management
and design-build.

“Through our process, we understand our clients’ needs, and their vision
for success. We are usually engaged in the early stages of a project, and
provide input through the life of a project, from design and tendering to
construction and closeout,” says Graumann. “This has been our success
and we deliver it consistently across all regions that we service.”

Stuart Olson is well-known for sports stadium projects, including
Investors Group Field, the home of the CFL’s Winnipeg Blue Bombers.
This landmark $190 million facility is the largest canopied structure
in Canada, with eight acres of roof and a unique curved canopy that
provides coverage over approximately 80% of its 33,000 seats. The
company also went to bat on the construction of CanWest Global Park,
home of the Winnipeg Goldeyes. In 2001, CanWest Global Park was
featured in Baseball America’s Great Parks calendar and eight years later,
it made the cover.

StuartOlson aims high inmoreways than one. The company is responsible
for Winnipeg’s towering 201 Portage: a 450,000-square-foot, 33-storey
project that was uniquely planned to encapsulate the existing CN
Telecommunications Centre Building.

One of the company’s major cultural projects, Assiniboine Park’s Lyric
Theatre, draws appreciative crowds all summer long. The 4,000-square-
foot facility was built in the classic Tudor style to complement the park’s
existing architecture. Right next door at Assiniboine Park Zoo, the
Journey to Churchill exhibit is one of Manitoba’s hottest attractions for
polar bear fans from Winnipeg and around the globe.

STUART OLSON
BUILDS ON A
CENTURY OF SUCCESS
BY PAT REDIGER

SHAPING
THE FUTURE
OF MANITOBA

Recently the company put the finishing touches on
the $147-million RBC Convention Centre Winnipeg
renovation, which nearly doubled the Convention
Centre’s size from 492,000 to 832,000 square feet. The
expansion provides an additional 131,000 square feet
of exhibition space on the third floor, and boasts the
breathtaking City View Room with soaring floor-to-
ceiling windows high above York Avenue.

“We are proud to have successfully delivered the RBC
Convention Centre. Not only is it an iconic design
and instantly recognizable downtown landmark, but
it was also delivered on time, and on budget,” says
Graumann. “I think it’s an absolutely spectacular
addition to our downtown environment, one that we
can all be proud of.”

Stuart Olson’s impact on the community extends
far beyond infrastructure. As an organization, it is
committed to making a difference in people’s lives and
to enriching the communities in which it serves.

“We are proud to support the community, whether it’s
through support or sponsorship of local charities or
organizations, activeparticipation in apprenticeship and
training programs, protection of our environment or

commitment to utilizing sustainable building practices
for all of our projects,” Graumann says.

“Weareproudtoberecognizedasaleader in introducing
sustainable practices and standards to the construction
and industrial services industries. The result is over 100
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
certified projects completed across Canada.”

Protecting the skilled workers who contribute to
its success is an integral part of the company’s
culture. Stuart Olson has maintained its Certificate of
Recognition (COR™) certification since 2000 and its
current Workers’ Compensation Board rating is among
the lowest available in the industry.

“Our safety commitment extends beyond just our
sites as we are continually trying to better the overall
industry,” Graumann says.

“Chairing the General Contractors Division Advisory
Committee to the Construction Safety Association
of Manitoba, and Stuart Olson being the recipient of
VancouverRegionalConstructionAssociationAwardsof
Excellence for workplace health and safety innovations,
are just a couple of examples of our commitment to
health, safety and the environment.” �

From top: RBC Convention Centre Winnipeg, Journey to Churchill.



Recycled Concrete and Asphalt Products
Custom Crushing

www.rockyroadrecycling.ca

• LAND DEVELOPMENT
• ROAD CONSTRUCTION
• COMMERCIAL PARKING LOT
CONSTRUCTION

••• SSSEEEWWWEEERRR &&& WWWAAATTTEEERRR IIINNNSSSTTTAAALLLLLLAAATTTIIIOOONNN
AND REPAIRS

• HEAVY EQUIPMENT RRRENTALS
• STREET & LOT SWEEPPPING
• SNOW CLEARING & SSSANDING
SSSEEERRRVVVIIICCCEEESSS

• HYDRO EXCAVATION SSSERVICES
• CONCRETE CUTTTTTING
• CONCRETE CRUSHINGGG & SALES -
4”, 2” & 3/4” RECYCCCLED
CONCRETE SPEC MATERIAL

www.bayviewconstruction.ca

We are hiring:
Apply to jobs@bayviewconstruction.ca


